Note: Doing this assignment is very much like detective work. You must determine the facts, assemble the evidence, and draw your conclusions.

**JUST THE FACTS**

The following resources will give you basic information about the crimes:

Dictionary of Culprits and Criminals--HV6245 K64 1986 REF
The Encyclopedia of American Crime--HV6789 S54 REF
Encyclopedia of Crime and Punishment (4 vols)--HV6017 E524 2002 REF
Encyclopedia of Kidnappings--HV6595 N49 2002 REF
The Encyclopedia of Lawmen, Outlaws, and Gunfighters—F596 m48 2003 REF
The Encyclopedia of Murder and Violent Crime—HV6515 E5323 2003 REF
The Encyclopedia of Unsolved Crimes—HV6251 N48 2004 REF
Famous American Crimes and Trials—HV9950 F36 2004 REF
The Mafia Encyclopedia--EBook
Prentice-Hall’s Dictionary of American Criminal Justice, Criminology, and Criminal Law—KF9223 A68 F35 2005 REF
World of Criminal Justice (2 vols)--HV7411 W67 2002 REF

**THE PEOPLE**

The following resources will provide information on the accused and their victims:

Biography Index--Index Table #2A begins with 1940 and continues to the present

Biography Resource Center--Unified Workstations

Current Biography--CT100 C8 REF begins in 1940 and continues to the present

Reference Universe (Database of citations to reference books and may be limited to reference books in the Watson Library Collections) Unified Workstations
THE EVIDENCE

The following will give information and theories about what happened:

**Academic Search Premier** (Ebsco)--Unified Workstations

**LexisNexis Academic Universe** (Newspapers)--Unified Workstations

**Newspaper Source**—Unified Workstations

**New York Times Index**--Index Table # 2b 1979: to the present and Stack Range #1
September 1851 to 1978 call number A121 N45 REF